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Improve branch productivity 
and customer experience It only took 10 pencil sketches to unleash untold numbers of mechanical mammals on the 

gaming world, and in the process create a cultural catchphrase as potent now as in 1974. 
That’s when Kazuo Yamada (who’d later design a slew of rail-based amusement rides) 
invented what he called Mogura Taiji, or Mole Buster. A hard-hitting name that, but ulti-
mately not as catchy as its eventual moniker, Whack-A-Mole. It’s a game kids still play...
along with, in the metaphorical sense, a whole lot of bankers in channel management.

Just a few decades ago, "digital bank channels" meant you could count them on the dig-
its of one hand. You had the branch, the call center, limited bank-by-phone capabilities 
and not much else. Then came the world wide web (and the founding of First Internet 
Bank in 1998) along with this little bitty thing called a smartphone, soon followed its 
hand-held companion the tablet. Small devices, gargantuan changes. 

And so arose a multitude of moles, never to be tamped down. That has meant, as 2018 
draws to a close, many questions about how the financial services industry can best 
address channel management, even as artificial intelligence promises to create channels 
we haven’t even thought of yet. In this executive report, we first consider mobile by way 
of Jeanne Pinder’s “Building a better mobile beast.” The former New York Times staffer 
examines how banks can better leverage mobile to bolster the customer journey—and 
trust us, there’s definitely room to grow. Just look at the stellar examples Pinder exam-
ines, set by the likes of USAA and Umpqua Bank.   

Can banks also do a better job in branches? That channel may report shrinking numbers, 
but it’s not going away. Kerim Tumay of Kiran Analytics makes a strong case for how 
analytics improve branch productivity. Whether the goal is to align sales and service 
capacity, or improve workforce engagement and retention, banks can now grab the reins 
and produce substantial change. 

Howard Altman reports on call center security, which remains a major vulnerability for 
two reasons: a) fraudsters know how to defeat the channel and b) many banks con-
centrate limited security resources elsewhere. Clearly, the investment is worth it. Ver-
int’s Mary Lou Joseph outlines how call centers can take customer engagement to new 
heights—in large part because in the eyes of the customers, branches and call centers 
complement each other as personal service portals.  

Finally, former Wall Street Journal reporter Dawn Wotapka draws a fine distinction be-
tween “multichannel” and “omnichannel.” Her channel integration piece draws a con-
nection to the retail space: “Savvy retailers got smart and saved themselves by going 
omnichannel. Now it’s time for banking to get in the groove.”

Digesting all this channel intelligence takes focus; acting on it requires commitment; 
building on it means laying foundations that didn’t need to exist all that long ago. Time 
to get moving, then. It will take much more than ten pencil sketches to get this game off 
the ground. But there’s no need to whack at channels and hope for the best. Perhaps 
properly tamed, today’s plethora of channels will help us create the seamless, peerless, 
connected banking experience of the future—and help us, in fact, to dig deeper.  
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editor of BAI. Connect with him on LinkedIn
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Perhaps properly tamed, today’s plethora of 

channels will help us create the seamless, peerless, 

connected banking experience of the future.
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Mobile on 
the move
Creating a more versatile banking channel

BY JEANNE PINDER

Some banks think that after 10 years, they’ve got mobile banking 
all figured out. To which some customers might well reply: Not. 
By. A. Longshot.

Millennials say that they’ll jump in a heartbeat to a bank that 
builds a better mobile banking app, and the competition is fierce 
to excel and improve. Want proof? BAI Banking Outlook findings 
show conclusively that 51 percent of millennials would switch 
banks for a better banking app. (That’s a huge gap between them 
and baby boomers; only one in five would make the same move.)

So who’s emerged as a mobile success story and why?

“Conference and industry buzz have highlighted institutions like 
USAA with consistently high satisfaction ratings, or recently 
Umpqua Bank with its ‘BFF – Best Financial Friend’ chat,” says 
Ashley Miller, product manager for consumer mobile banking at 
CSI, a financial technology company.

“They’re bringing deeper human interactions into digital,” Mill-
er stresses, “with designated bankers building relationships 
through chat.”  

Forward thinking banks 

have a chance to advance 

beyond the walls of the 

institution and build 

exciting bridges in the 

customer journey.

BAI EXECUTIVE REPORT

https://www.usaa.com/inet/ent_logon/Logon?redirectjsp=true
https://www.umpquabank.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashley-miller-545b5621/
https://www.csiweb.com/resources/blog
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MOBILE ON THE MOVE

Other successes involve what Chet Kamat, senior vice 
president of banking at Oracle Financial Services, calls 
“a fundamental shift in the business model,” based on 
Oracle’s experience in servicing more than 600 cus-
tomers in 140 countries over two decades.

He says banks are learning to blend customer jour-
neys: instead of thinking of a stand-alone banking 
customer on mobile, banks now embrace a new para-
digm. In it, the customer’s two journeys—buying a TV, 
for example, and finding financing 
for it—are blended. While banks 
might regard those as apples and 
oranges, consumers put them in 
the very same fruit basket. 

“As I open the store’s app for in-
store promotions, why can’t I see 
the promotional offers from the 
bank in the app itself and in just 
one click pick my TV with a great 
financing option?” he asks rhetor-
ically. “This blending of customer 
journeys across time, locations, 
events and moments is the next 
evolution of mobile banking.”

Along the way, there have been 
some big fails. Specific to mobile, 
Miller says security and fraud 
monitoring gaps have hurt mobile 
banking perceptions, as well as 
poor performance of online bank-
ing apps—and early decisions to 
build only for iOS or Android.

Just a quick skip through the Twitter stream of @Rev-
olutApp, from the online bank Revolut, will show some 
other spectacular challenges, in performance as well 
as customer service. 

“I can’t get on 2 the app coz it says my card is blocked 
for security reasons,” one account holder tweeted. “I 
am in another country with no money as it’s all on my 
card. Please help as support does not answer. I have 

a 6 year old with me on holiday and I don’t even have 
money for food. This is so urgent please.” 

“The biggest fail in mobile banking is that financial 
institutions are being too insular,” said Matt Johnner, 
president and co-founder of BankLabs, a national 
provider of mobile technology for banks and credit 
unions. “For instance, a mobile banking app should not 
require all participants to be customers of the same 
financial institution in order to use the app. Mobile 

banking must be bank-agnostic in 
order to be effective.”  

There will always be “oops” mo-
ments, Kamat notes. “We have 
seen a large share of experiments 
that did not work. The key is not 
to call out what didn’t work, but 
what has been learnt over these 
two decades.” 

He adds: “The best banks aren’t 
shy to experiment with new ideas. 
They keep pushing the envelope 
they keep their ears open to the 
voice of the customer.”

He cites how one of Oracle’s first 
innovators offered SMS-based 
banking almost within a year of 
the advent of mobile telephony in 
India. Another created a joint ven-
ture with a large telecom operator 
in Japan to create Jibun Bank, the 
world’s first mobile only bank. Ji-

bun is a finalist for a People’s Choice Award in the BAI 
Global Innovation Awards; the winner will be named at 
BAI Beacon, taking place Oct. 9-11 in Orlando, Florida.

One big sticking point for many banks has been allow-
ing consumers to open an account completely online 
via mobile. The challenges are well known. A recent 
study found that as many as 90 percent of customers 
abandon online account-opening processes. 

Insofar as loans via mobile, Kamat says: “The key is 
not just the ease of application capture but having the 
digital backbone for originations, validations, credit 
checks and product processing to fulfill the request. 
That’s where leading banks excel.”

“Digital onboarding—including mobile account 
opening—is becoming more pervasive,” adds Mark 
Trousdale, executive vice president and CMO of 
InvestCloud. 

“I think there was, for a while, a perception that regu-
latory hurdles would get in the way of digital account 
opening,” Trousdale says. “But that’s not the case. In 
reality, the biggest sticking point for banks has been 
finding the right technology: one that allows cus-
tomization of workflows to fit the account opening 
requirements and desired functionality of the specific 
bank—and enables a user experience that reflects the 
bank’s brand.”

What’s the best advice for banks looking to improve 
their mobile strategies? 

Trousdale recommends putting an excellent digital 
experience on mobile at the top of the list and getting 
there via good design. 

“Banks shouldn’t try to build everything themselves,” 
he contends. “Delivering technology effectively is 
rarely a core competency of banks, even if they have 
great tech talent. Partnering with the right digital plat-
form provider that’s flexible and modular is the best 
approach because it can yield all the same control as 
in-house builds but at a fraction of the time and cost.”

Kamat says banks need to move quickly on open 
banking. 

“There is a strong demand among today’s technolog-
ically savvy customers for new and improved banking 
services and experiences,” he says. “The good news is 
with an open banking platform, banks have the oppor-
tunity to provide highly personalized, truly engaging 
products and services.”

By leveraging applications program interfaces (APIs) 
that act as connectors between the bank and other 
service providers, “Banks can rapidly assemble, en-
able and digitize services," Kamut says. "For example, 
banking APIs connected to an auto trading or real 
estate portal can enable end customers to understand 
their credit worthiness and shortlist vehicles or prop-
erty on the go—Instead of calling their bank or check-
ing the bank website.” 

Johnner of BankLabs suggests that banks “must 
shift their focus from the individual consumer to the 
commercial consumer. Small and medium-sized busi-
nesses should be able to easily create loans, request 
financing, etc.”

While pointing out that mobile logins outpace online 
logins for many banks, Miller recommends that banks 
focus on the experience more than uniquely mobile 
strategies. “Personalize, respond, engage,” she says, 
“keeping in mind that the mindset shift ‘from mobile 
first to customer first’ is useful going forward.” 

Digital onboarding is key, she adds, but banks must 
remember that digital can mean friction. In working 
out a mobile strategy, she concludes: “Don’t make dig-
ital all self-serve and distance yourself more from the 
actual needs of the customer.”

So looking just a few years ahead, will financial institu-
tions have mobile banking all figured out? Again: Not. 
By. A. Longshot. But there is a caveat: They can win if 
they figure out their customers first. 

Jeanne Pinder is the founder of ClearHealthCosts.com, 
an award-winning startup bringing transparency to the 
health care marketplace. She was an editor, reporter and 
human resources executive at The New York Times for 
close to 25 years, and has also worked at the Des Moines 
Register, Associated Press and Grinnell Herald-Register.

“A MOBILE BANKING APP  
SHOULD NOT REQUIRE 
ALL PARTICIPANTS 
TO  BE CUSTOMERS OF 
THE SAME FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTION IN ORDER 
TO USE THE APP. MOBILE 
BANKING MUST BE BANK-
AGNOSTIC IN ORDER TO 
BE EFFECTIVE.”  

- MATT JOHNNER, BANKLABS

https://www.bai.org/banking-strategies
https://twitter.com/home?status=BAI's%20April%20Executive%20Report!%20https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=twitter%26utm_content=er_0418
https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=linkedin%26utm_content=er_0418&title=BAI%27s%20April%20Executive%20Report&summary=&source
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=facebook%26utm_content=er_0418
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chetkamat/
https://www.oracle.com/industries/financial-services/index.html
https://twitter.com/RevolutApp/with_replies
https://www.revolut.com/us/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mattjohnner/
https://www.banklabs.com/
https://www.jibunbank.co.jp/
https://www.bai.org/globalinnovations/awards/peoples-choice
https://www.BAI.org/globalinnovations
https://www.BAI.org/globalinnovations
https://www.bai.org/baibeacon
https://www.csiweb.com/resources/blog/post/2018/03/22/5-ways-to-optimize-your-online-account-opening-solution
https://www.csiweb.com/resources/blog/post/2018/03/22/5-ways-to-optimize-your-online-account-opening-solution
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marktrousdale/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marktrousdale/
https://www.investcloud.com/Membership/Apps/Home_Holder_App.aspx
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeannepinder/


THE 
ANALYTICS 
LIFT
How to 
improve branch 
productivity 
and customer 
experience

You’ve heard data is the new gold in financial services. 
Now’s the time to mine your operation’s numbers 
to staff up right and deliver outstanding service. 

HOW EVOLVING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS IMPACT THE BRANCH

Customers expect branch staff to deeply understand digital chan-
nels: to “speak” Venmo, Zelle and Uber as well as their own mobile 
app. They assume you’ll know that they used the bank’s mobile app, 
online chat or contact center agent to resolve an issue or gather in-
formation relevant to a financial need. Your bankers need the tools to 
track those customer journeys, acknowledge them with the custom-
er and get down to business—quickly. The returns speak for them-
selves; banks that implement digital ambassador roles report improved 
digital adoption. 

Customers also presume branch staff will assist with self-service. 
Why? Because customers want self-service and to find answers them-
selves—that is, until they can’t. Then, they immediately want help from 
a qualified banker.

Kiosks, tablets and video ATMs bring elements of the simple digital 
experience into the branch environment, making transactions easier 
for customers. That gives bankers more time and opportunity to spend 
on complex customer needs with real value-added conversations that 
deepen relationships and generate growth. 

But these conversations can only occur when the right bankers oc-
cupy the right branch at the right time. To that end, associates must 
brandish the skills, tools and knowledge to provide customers with 
experiences they expect. In any given market, one branch may need 
universal bankers on Saturday mornings while another requires a per-
sonal banker, teller and business banker. When you grasp the under-
lying customer dynamics of each branch through data and analytics, 
true connections result: It creates the access to expertise your cus-
tomers expect.

“We think of all experience from the customer out,” said John Man-
iscalco, senior vice president and head of customer experience and 
productivity at TD Bank in a recent BAI Banking Strategies podcast. 

BY KERIM TUMAY

BAI EXECUTIVE REPORT

Let’s start with what we know: People love 
their mobile phones. They use them to 
run many parts of their lives and certain-
ly for banking. The speed, convenience 
and ability to “know me and anticipate my 
needs” creates an enticing experience—
and resultant expectations. That spans 
not just digital channels but also the 
branch experience. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-maniscalco-208a0a20/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-maniscalco-208a0a20/
https://www.bai.org/banking-strategies/article-detail/podcast-customer-service-that-surpasses-expectations
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“It’s always about the customer. Experience drives ev-
erything and the customer trumps everything. You’ve 
always got to think ‘If I were the customer …’ If you don’t 
start there, you won’t get it right.” 

ALIGN SALES AND SERVICE CAPACITY 
TO MARKET OPPORTUNITY 

For most banking executives, aligning sales and service 
capacity to market opportunity sits atop their branch 
transformation list. Yet a Kiran Analytics survey shows 
that just 8 percent of bankers rated their performance 
in this area as optimal. 

What does it mean to align to market opportunity? 
Optimizing locations and formats? Branch design and 
technology? The level and mix of staff in the location 
and open hours?  Yes, it means all of that—and not just 
focusing on efficiency and cutting cost in low-opportu-
nity markets. It requires that you do the following: 

» Apply the right investment levels 
 in all branches 

» Achieve profitability by increasing revenue

» Cut waste and inefficiency from your   
 business processes. 

Each branch presents a unique touchpoint and market 
opportunity; customer dynamics, transaction types 
and demand vary. Sales opportunities and types of 
opportunities vary widely. Accurately forecasting cus-
tomer demand requires advanced analytics and inno-
vative methodologies with inputs such as transaction 
volumes, in-branch observations, and marketing/sales 
goals (market factors). When you analyze this data 
by branch and market, you can then forecast work 
content by its group (sales, service, admin, meetings, 
lobby leadership, breaks). Rigorous analytics not only 
determines branch staffing mix—it also places experts 
such as mortgage, investment or business bankers in 
the right branch and at the right time.

IMPROVE WORKFORCE ENGAGEMENT AND RETENTION 
What engages a branch associate? Feeling productive? 
Or the ability to satisfy your customers’ needs?  

Constructing the right branch team around smart 
workforce management allows a bank to create and 
retain an engaged staff. 

Advanced analytics can reveal the optimal capaci-
ty level and skill sets, along with full-time, part-time 
and peak-time staffing mix for each branch. Match-
ing staff skills and lifestyles to these findings will 
enhance employee retention. Associates don’t want 
inadequate staffing capacity that spills into excess 
overtime. Banks that utilize students and seniors who 
seek part-time work during peak times report improved 
employee retention.

All branch associates expect some control over their 
schedules. Mobile scheduling apps allow staff to set 
shift preferences, swap shifts, request time off and re-
quest overtime. Staff members become more than just 
engaged: they feel empowered.

BENEFIT FROM A HOLISTIC DATA AND 
ANALYTICS DRIVEN APPROACH

As Maniscalco summed up in the podcast, “You get 
to profitability through increasing revenue—not just 
cutting costs. You will achieve growth by achieving 
customer satisfaction, its cause and effect. Invest in 
parts of the experience that allow you to effectively 
and efficiently help customers. Data and analytics are 
not only helping us figure out the right number of em-
ployees but also anticipate what customers need, so we 
can match our skill sets for an outstanding customer 
experience.”

That stellar experience doesn’t happen by accident; 
this we know. But data analytics has rapidly built up its 
track record as a potent problem solving force. Many of 
your peers already know this. Indeed, banking leaders 
can get to outstanding customer experience by lever-
aging smart business experience. 

Accelerating Banking Transformation 
With Advanced Analytics

Our branch workforce management 

software products and process 

improvement advisory services help 

�nancial institutions improve customer 

experience, operational e�ciency, and 

business performance. $12.5K
staffing cost 

reduction per branch

$25K
incremental revenue 
increase per branch 

80%
reduction in 

overtime

11%
reduction in 

operating hours

Contact us to learn how Kiran Analytics can accelerate 
your banking transformation. Visit www.kiran.com. 

Workforce
Optimization

Advanced 
Analytics

Retail Banking
Transformation

Process
Improvement

Kerim Tumay is vice president of marketing 
with Kiran Analytics, a Verint Company. He 
can be reached at kerim.tumay@kiran.com. 

https://www.bai.org/banking-strategies
https://twitter.com/home?status=BAI's%20April%20Executive%20Report!%20https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=twitter%26utm_content=er_0418
https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=linkedin%26utm_content=er_0418&title=BAI%27s%20April%20Executive%20Report&summary=&source
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A//info.bai.org/_ld-executive-report-compliance-beyond-regulations.html?utm_source=executive_report%26utm_medium=content%26utm_campaign=facebook%26utm_content=er_0418
https://kiran.com/branch-workforce-evolution-white-paper/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kerimtumay/
mailto:kerim.tumay%40kiran.com?subject=


The call center 
commandment
Don’t put fraud protection on hold.

BY HOWARD ALTMAN

As if you weren’t already wary about answering phone calls from unknown 
numbers, here’s another concern to consider. And it isn’t just talk—though 
you’ll want to watch what you say, how you say it and whom you say it to.

Here’s how it works: Imagine a caller/fraudster trying to “steal” your voice by 
capturing it over the phone, all to steal your money. Now imagine no more. It’s 
a new form of attack against financial institution call centers called “synthetic 
speech.” It's part of a growing trend by bad actors to illicitly siphon funds that 
call centers are scrambling to fight—that is, when they can fight it at all.

Using commercially available technology, fraudsters are “generating interac-
tions using captured voice patterns from pretext calls with the victims,” says 
Jonathan Care, research director for Stamford, Connecticut-based Gartner, a 
research and advisory company.

BAI EXECUTIVE REPORT
Fraudsters know 

call centers are more 

vulnerable than 

other points of entry. 

Here’s how financial 

institutions can mount 

a robust defense. 

https://www.gartner.com/analyst/53159/Jonathan-Care
https://www.gartner.com/en
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It’s a way, says Care, to circumvent the very voice au-
thentication systems designed to protect call centers 
in the first place. This security method has customers 
register their voices so that automated systems can 
match voice patterns as a means of identification.

Synthetic speech, along with what Care calls 
“cross-channel fraud” (where call center attacks be-
gin online and end with a visit or 
written request), form a one-two 
punch that casts vulnerable call 
centers adrift—often because 
financial institutions direct the 
bulk of their cybersecurity re-
sources elsewhere.

For those institutions, such at-
tacks are costly. Call centers are 
losing more than a half-cent to 
fraud per every call, says Care: 
“Across the U.S., losses are ex-
ceeding $14 billion.”

The scope of those losses, he 
says, confirms his 2013 predic-
tion that fraudsters would move 
from physical and online attacks 
to call center fraud “due to a lack 
of protection and outdated au-
thentication measures such as 
knowledge-based authentication (KBA).”

Sunil Madhu, founder of the New York City-based 
Socure software security firm, agrees with Care that 
call centers are at risk in large measure thanks to out-
dated security procedures.

“They are rife for attacks, as most fraudsters have 
the answers to the questions about the legitimate 
account owner at hand thanks to data breaches and 
easy availability of stolen data on the internet,” Madhu 
says. “The use of KBA in general should be seen as 
a risk as it creates an easy attack surface to exploit.”

Some legacy KBA solutions have been adapted to use 
private transaction information as opposed to public 
information, in an effort to make the offering more 
robust. But answering questions about the most re-
cent transactions on the account might strain some 
customers’ memories, says Madhu. 

“Moreover a fraudster could attempt to spoof the 
system by crafting fraudulent 
charges against the account with 
the intent to overcome KBA,” he 
says. They’d base this “on prior 
transaction information to take 
over an account. Nevertheless, 
all KBA solutions present a point 
of friction to the consumer and 
these solutions are very ineffec-
tive in today’s world.”

That’s a double whammy for 
centers operating on legacy plat-
forms. In an ideal scenario, call 
centers should institute layered 
defenses such as Digital Identity 
Verification (DIV) that limit fric-
tion, says Madhu. 

When an intelligent machine 
identifies a risky call, the interac-
tive voice response or call center 

agent can perform secondary step-up authentication, 
such as triggering a push notification to the user if 
they’re subscribed to the mobile app (more secure). 
That subsequently asks the consumer to use bio-
metric verification on their mobile app (even more 
secure), says Madhu.

Technology deficits aside, call centers have be-
come lucrative targets because they constitute the 
soft spots in the financial institution security chain, 
he notes.

“By attacking the call center, the fraudsters aim 
to exploit human beings as the weakest link,” says 
Madhu. “Using stolen data and caller ID spoofing or 
SIM swapping to convince the call center worker that 
they’re the legitimate account owner, fraudsters can 
provision stolen credit cards to their iPhone wallets to 
commit Apple Pay fraud or reset account passwords 
to take over an account.”

At telecom call centers, the fraudsters can convince 
the agent to temporarily call forward or port the le-
gitimate account owner’s phone number to a different 
number—so that they can exploit the forgotten pass-
word recovery mechanism on most websites. That 
sends a one-time password or PIN to the fraudster’s 
phone and allows the fraudster to take over, say, 
someone’s bank accounts.

Says Madhu: “SIM swaps use the same attack vector 
but without the need to attack the telecom company 
call center first, focusing instead on attacking the mo-
bile network infrastructure itself.”

Doug Johnson, senior vice president for payments 
and cybersecurity policy at the American Bankers 
Association, acknowledged in November that financial 
institutions need to keep an eye on contact center 
fraud, especially the human factor. To that end, con-
sumers and bank leaders depend on the folks behind 
the phones. 

“I do think employee education at the call center 
needs to be area where banks are eternally vigilant,” 
Johnson contended. “We tend to spend more time 
focusing on customer protections: making sure they 
have anti-viral software and aren’t tempted by phish-
ing scams.”

While a number of technical solutions to call center 
fraud exist, the financial services industry should em-
ploy one simple solution more frequently, says Denise 
Mainquist, founder and managing director of ITPAC 

Consulting, a Lincoln, Nebraska-based cybersecurity 
firm with several community banks as clients.

Unlike calls from fraudsters, these are definitely ones 
you will want to answer.

“One of the best controls is non-technical: Always do 
call backs,” Mainquist advises. “Even though banks 
and credit unions are required to have this control in 
place when receiving wire requests and automated 
clearing house files on-line, I find they often don’t 
do it. Excuses range from ‘Our clients don’t like us to 
bother them’ to ‘This client is getting on a plane and 
wants this money transferred by the time it lands.’”

Mainquist boils her reaction to those excuses down to 
one word.

 “Yikes,” she says. “Nearly every time I hear of a big 
loss it is because someone didn’t do a call back. It’s 
critical and will save everyone money. Big yikes on 
both fronts.” 

THE CALL CENTER COMMANDMENT

Howard Altman covers the military and national security 
for the Tampa Bay Times. He has won more than 50 
journalism awards and his work has appeared in the 
New York Times, Daily Beast, Philadelphia magazine, 
the Philadelphia Inquirer, New York Observer, Newsday 
and many other publications around the world.

“MOST FRAUDSTERS 
HAVE THE ANSWERS 
TO THE QUESTIONS 
ABOUT THE LEGITIMATE 
ACCOUNT OWNER AT 
HAND THANKS TO DATA 
BREACHES AND EASY 
AVAILABILITY OF STOLEN 
DATA ON THE INTERNET.” 
- SUNIL MADHU, FOUNDER, SOCURE
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Want to

your branch customer 
engagement?

Regardless of whether we’re ready, customers be-
lieve all channels should work in concert, including 
the branch. The staff in your contact center and 
branches should understand the customer’s jour-
ney without customers having to tell them. And yet 
branch staff are at a disadvantage because they 
lack access to the same tools as their contact cen-
ter counterparts. What contact center solutions can 
banks leverage to enhance the branch experience 
today or in the future? Here are three.

1. ADVANCED WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

Advanced workforce management (WFM) solutions 
match associate skillset closely to customer need. 
Contact center scheduling increasingly uses mobile 
scheduling apps to allow agents to state and manage 
their preferred work schedules. Multichannel sched-
uling can leverage “extra time” in other call centers, 
the back office or even branches.

2. AUDIO RECORDING AND RELATED REAL-TIME 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT METRICS

As a long-standing tool, audio recording allows the 
proverbial “monitoring for quality purposes” and 
creates solid knowledge of customer-associate 
interaction. Managers and staff can increasingly 
access recordings and data for coaching and self-as-
sessment of progress toward goals. Aggregation 
and analysis also provide insights into customer 

Look to your contact center.
The channels look and feel different—but customers 

see them as one. Here’s how to get the best from 
branches through contact center tools. 

feedback on products and services, troublesome 
processes or new opportunities.

3. UNIFIED DESKTOP

Well-designed desktop tools unify systems of en-
gagement and of record. They provide a singular 
view of the customer engagement, including contact 
history with flags (indicating recent contact, open 
cases, unusual information and any information 
that will assist communication with the customer in 
an immediately relevant way). Additionally, robust, 
easily accessed knowledge management reposito-
ries house information that ensures fast, accurate 
responses to customer inquiries. 

ADVANCED WORKFORCE 
MANAGEMENT IN THE BRANCH 

Many contact center and branch challenges over-
lap: Both channels must create an environment 
that supports an engaged workforce. This means 
putting the right staff in front of the customer at the 
right time—for transactions as well as sales/service 
across business lines. Many of the same applications 
of data analytics apply.  

However, branch forecasting and scheduling differ 
greatly from the contact center, characterized by 
added complexity. The variables include the need 
to implement dual controls, determine minimum 

BAI EXECUTIVE REPORT

BY MARY LOU JOSEPH

Customer experience—building real, valuable, personal experiences for 
customers—has become banking’s top competitive differentiator. Building 
these experiences has involved, in part, investment in new mobile and digital 
experiences. But arguably, investment in the contact center brings us closer 
to meeting customer expectations for a seamless, omnichannel experience.
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staffing levels and monitor attributes such physical 
queues, single line per queue, drive-up lanes and as-
sisted self-service.

“Data and advanced analytics will lead you to the right 
capacity level, skill sets and full-time, part-time, peak-
time staffing mix for each of your branches,” says 
Kerim Tumay, vice president of marketing at Kiran An-
alytics. (See Tumay’s article, The analytics lift: How to 
improve branch productivity and customer experience, 
on page 5 of this report.)

TESTING ONE, TWO: WILL AUDIO 
RECORDING WORK IN THE BRANCH?

A top 10 U.S. bank is currently deploying in-branch 
audio recording to improve sales effectiveness and 
compliance. What can they expect? An audio record-
ing pilot in 2017 at a U.K. bank reflects what customers 
encounter through contact centers. 

Going into the pilot, concerns arose over customer and 
staff reaction to having their conversations recorded. 
Yet more than 95 percent of customers offered the 
option agreed.  Branch associates also saw this as a 
protection: a record of their customer interactions in 
case of a challenge.

In-branch recording successfully replaced a costly 
mystery shopping program that touched only 2 to 
3 percent of branch interactions. The bank has also 
seen a dramatic increase in compliance to process 
and successful outcomes for the customer.

THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY TO 
EXCEED EXPECTATIONS 

Of all the tools contact center staff possess, branch 
staff could most benefit from one: seeing a complete 
picture of the customer’s engagement behavior and 
account history. Customers expect the branch bank-
er to know they’ve used online chat three times and 
called the contact center to resolve an issue they’re 
now taking to the branch. They expect customized, 
personal interactions as they discuss their financial 

Customer expectations, employee 
turnover, competition, and the cost of 
delivering service are increasing steadily. 
How can you stay ahead?

With Verint®, you can deliver outstanding 
customer and employee experiences while 
simplifying, modernizing, and automating 
your processes and customer operations. 
Take the first step to being future-ready 
by downloading our 2018 Customer 
Engagement guide at verint.com/ceguide 
or call 1-800-4VERINT.

©2018 Verint Systems Inc. All Rights Reserved Worldwide.

The future is here.
Are youready?  

goals and objectives. These capabilities are no longer 
“nice to have”: They represent a baseline customer 
expectation. 

WHY NOW AND NOW WHAT?

Branch banks have a great opportunity to become 
leaders in customer experience:

» Customers expect a consistent service  
 and sales experience across all  
 channels, whether or not we’re ready.

» We need to quickly identify gaps in 
 processes, technologies and resources 
 that limit our ability to delivery 
 exceptional customer experiences.

» Significant financial benefits come 
 to those who build and maintain   
 platforms shared across channels.

» Positive, technology-enabled experiences  
 help engage and retain a productive 
 workforce.

We must optimize operational performance and 
revenue/profitability for our shareholders across all 
channels, including the branch—now.  For banks that 
seek to bolster customer experience in branches, 
borrowing best practices from the contact center is a 
smart call. 

Mary Lou Joseph is a director of content 
marketing with Verint Systems, which 
recently acquired Kiran Analytics. She can 
be reached at marylou.joseph@verint.com.
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TURNING ON 
OMNICHANNEL

Why banks 
need to think 
beyond silos

A stellar website used to be enough. 
But today, savvy banks know that 
connectivity is good for customers 
and smart for business.

The e-commerce era pushed many retailers to 
the brink: Consumers don’t need to go to the 
store, right? Perhaps. But smart companies sur-
vived, thrived and saved themselves by offering 
consumers as many consistent and seamless 
options as possible—letting them quickly jump 
between the offline and online worlds and learn-
ing about them well enough to anticipate their 
needs and wants.

So what’s the secret sauce? Actually, it’s a not-
so-secret source: in a word, omnichannel.

Savvy retailers got smart and saved themselves 
by going omnichannel. Now it’s time for banking 
to get in the groove. There is “a vast opportunity 

BY DAWN WOTAPKA

BAI EXECUTIVE REPORT
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for banks to use omnichannel—or channel-less en-
gagement—as a true differentiator at this point in 
time,” says Christine Parker, vice president and indus-
try market leader of financial services at Pegasys-
tems, a customer engagement software company. “If 
financial institutions take advantage of it now, they’ll 
be ahead of the game. But time is of the essence.”

BRANDS THAT PERSONALIZE 
EXPERIENCES FOR CUSTOMERS 
BY INTEGRATING ADVANCED 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES AND 
PROPRIETARY DATA HAVE SEEN 
REVENUE CLIMB 6 TO 10 PERCENT 

Multichannel integration may suffer from 
underinvestment. While banks aren’t exactly viewed 
as tech innovators, making it a priority “helps create 
customer loyalty, driving deeper relationships and 
customer value,” Parker says. “Providing the right 
customer with the right action at the right time 
boosts the bottom line.” 

Indeed, BCG last year estimated brands that person-
alize experiences for customers by integrating ad-
vanced digital technologies and proprietary data have 
seen revenue climb 6 to 10 percent. That’s up to three 
times faster than those that do not. It also estimated 
that in the next five years, the retail, health care and 
yes, financial services companies that get this right 
will join an elite group. It could boil down to “a revenue 
shift of some $800 billion to the 15 percent” of com-
panies that succeed. That’s quite the incentive to get 
omnichannel firing on all cylinders.

Back in 2016, BAI ran a contributor piece that forecast 
as much in general terms, so it’s not as though banks 
fail to understand it. Rather, the process just isn’t easy, 

says Marko Koic, solutions marketing manager with 
Infobip, an omnichannel communications platform. 

“Banks know what they should do and are willing to do 
it,” Koic says. “However, due to the complexity of their 
systems and the sheer time needed to make some 
significant changes, that process takes some time. 
Fintechs have helped to speed up that process but it’s 
still not going as fast as banks would like.”

Parker agrees: “Banks have been limited by a combi-
nation of their technology systems, data integration 
capabilities, and security and business policies,” 
she points out. “Financial services institutions have 
historically approached channel strategy and devel-
opment in a decentralized manner, with limited con-
sideration to consistent and integrated cross-channel 
functionality.”

Why is this? Simply put, “There was little demand—
and technical capability—to provide a better custom-
er experience,” Parker says.

But things have changed rapidly as Amazon and 
Google transform the world into an “always on, ev-
erywhere” landscape. Consultancy PwC distributed 
“Making Omnichannel Work: The ‘To Do’ List for 
Banks,” a white paper that accurately summed up the 
issue: 

“It’s tempting to think of omnichannel banking as a 
technology issue...but delivering a consistent, ap-
pealing customer experience—online, in a branch, 
by phone, on an app—requires a different way of 
thinking. Everyone in the bank has an important role, 
including channel managers, customer teams, product 
developers, marketing and sales leaders, and those in 
charge of technology and analytics.”

The report pinpoints five omnichannel sticking points. 
These include: 

» Organizational and operational silos 

» Product-centric (instead of customer- 
 centric) cultures 

» Nonexistent or powerless customer 
 advocates 

» Immature customer listening skills, 
  and cumbersome product-development  
 processes.

It also offers eight tips for banks to reshape, rethink 
and reorganize their omnichannel outlook: 

DEVELOP NEW SKILLS. Banks should redefine many 
front-line roles to emphasize cross-platform behavior 
and they’ll need to hire, train, and compensate 
differently.

REORGANIZE BY CUSTOMER NEED. To plan around what 
customers want while reducing their inconvenience, 
banks will likely need to organize their channels, 
products and services around customer segments 
defined by need, not just demographics.

Map and measure the customer journey. Using voice 
of the customer data, banks should map the customer 
journey and identify what good performance looks like 
at each step.

SLICE AND DICE IT. Segmenting properly and designing 
products and processes to fit can lead to happier 
customers and better service.

BE THE CUSTOMER’S ADVOCATE.  Customer experience 
leaders should be empowered to work across product 
and channel lines to advocate for customers’ interests.

SHARE INFORMATION ACROSS CHANNELS. Banks 
often miss obvious cross-sell opportunities because 
they don’t share the information across channels.

CREATE FEEDBACK LOOPS. Many banks produce a fair 
amount of marketing material without knowing what 
works and what doesn’t. Creating feedback loops 
makes up a fundamental part of knowing how to tell 
the difference.

Dawn Wotapka is a communicator who lives for 
a great story, no matter how it is told. An Army 
brat who graduated from NC State University and 
NYU, Dawn covered the housing crash and public 
companies for The Wall Street Journal. She enjoys 
running, overnight oats and business books.

EMPHASIZE DIGITAL. From the way customers interact 
with a branch to the internal systems bank employees 
use, digital tools are now essential. Today’s customers 
have shorter attention spans and turn to a variety of 
sources for their financial needs. Omnichannel only 
works if everyone can get the right information when 
they need it—including staff.

Koic agrees: “Banks should see this kind of customer 
centricity as a profit center—and not a budget bust-
er—because they can meet their customers where 
they are”. 

And when routine transactions go digital, “it frees up 
tellers and bank officers to interact with customers 
for more profitable, higher-level transactions, such 
as loans,” Koic notes. “When the customer is less 
‘stressed,’ they’re more open to making a commitment, 
such as putting their name on a dotted line at the local 
bank.” 

And in a successful omnichannel world, that’s truly a 
sign of the times.

TURNING ON OMNICHANNEL
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